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A comrade of the Bolivian section---...
has been assassinated
It Is with the greatest sorrow that we report the assassination
of a member of the Bolivian Section, Cesar Frade Gutierrez, on
25th May. He was found shot dead at the door of his home, and It
would seem that he was most likely killed by a para-military g1oup.
The death of the comrade has occurred in a period of the collapse
of the military dictatorship and the probability of a return to a parliamentary regime. Recently the COB made a homage to those who
were murdered In the coup of Meza in 1980 and this Included a
homage to Cele Carlos Flores, the Posadlst Member of Parliament
who defended the Soviet Union's Intervention in Afghanistan in a
powerful speech in the Bolivian Parliament.
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The killlng of our comrade has to be seen as the result of the
impotence ot the Right, whose military dictatorship has totally
tailed and now new possibl lities open for the development of
Posadlst Ideas In Bolivia and the participation again ot a Pc»sadist
in the Parliament.
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'EDITORIAL

FOR THE ORGANISATION OF THE GENERAL STRIKE TO OVERTHROW
THE CONSERVATIVE GOVERNMENT
unstable. If he has gone along with
all sorts of moans about unconsti-·
Mional Leftists, he also supported
the Aslef strike. It meant a political intervention which goes
against the tradition that the trade
union functionaries can conciUate
without political 'interference'.
Furthermore, he supported the
presence of the delegates of the
Workers States at the labour Party
conference, and believes Brezhnev
is a man of peace. ttis presence
could stimulate problems for the
apparatus.

THE NEED FOR AN ANTI CAPITALIST PERSPECTIVE IN
THE TRADE UNION STRUGGLE IN ITALY. Title: Editorial Board
Although this text is concerned with the particular problems of the
Italian trade unions, it has a'lso great rele.van.ce to ~he rol~ of th~ tr.ade
unions in Britain. The total crisis of cap1tal1st society brings with it a
profound crisis for the trade union leaderships.
There has to be a struggle to develop a better life of discussion, life
and genuine democracy in the unions. It is the absence of .the~e that
allows the routinism of accommodation to the system to prevail with the
continuation of pro-capitalist elements in tile trade union movement. T~e
right of tendency on the basis of Socialist ideas has to be developed in
the unions.
There are no crises of the trade
unions but crises of the trade union
leaderships which do not answer
to the need of
trade union development with a programme of
anti-capitalist struggle. This is
the crisis expressed in a confrontation between the worker base and
the trade union leadership that
seeks to maintain its dominion
arrogantly over the base to impede
it -expressing opinions. The trade
union leaderships criticise the 'lack
of democracy in Poland', the 'Soviet
intervention in Afghanistan', and
in Italy impose that 25% of the
delegates should be elected by the
trade union functionaries. In the
name of whom are they elected, and
for what? It is .the working class
which must elect its leaders, otherwise it is the leadership which
elects itself.
The trade union leaderships
have no resolution, no plan which
cottesponds to •the need of the
crisis of world and Italian capitalism. In the full crisis of the
system, they propose to take measures to 'cleanse' it, something
which is absurd. They do not adopt
or take logical positions, but want
capitalism
which is dying and
which has Caltagirones at every
moment~to have a logical behaviour
in accordance with the needs of the
population. Capitalism is logical
in accordance with its own necessity, not with the needs of people.
Capitalism in Italy is the Caltagirone and also the North American
military bases which are going to be
installed and which are going to
mean that Italy devotes more than
40% of its budget to maintain
military expenditure. That is to
say, there will be more unemploy,ment, because these costs will be
paid by the population in a multitude
of ways: in taxes, increase of
prices, etc.
· The trade unions should be
based on the fact of seeing the
state of the capitalist system, but
they make a series of ptans such as
asking for ;ln increase of wages
from a capitalism which cannot
give them. Thus they seek to
collaborate in every way so that
capitalism has the means, the possibilities to make concessions to
them. The trade union leadership
is giving oxygen to the capitalist
system, which is dying. This is
what they are doing and what they
propose for .a II problems .is! an
accommodation to a neces'Slty of
the competitiveness of the ltalian1
capitalist system with the rest of
the capitalist countries of the world.
They have no confrontation with the
capitalist system, and today it is
not possible to make any trade
union programme which can have
perspectives without confr~ntin.g
the capitalist system, otherwise 1t
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ends by
talism.

adapting itself to capi-

Italian capitalism needs to throw
out more than ten or fifteen per
cent of the employed labour force
at present, and has to increase
prices, not wages, to increase as a
consequence its profit, and thus be
able to permit the state a greater
part of this profit for war expenditure. This is apart from what is
normally extracted from the population through
taxes and
other means. The budget of any
capitalist country increases constantly in
war expenditure and
the world competition and antagonism with the Workers States. Thus
it is not a question of a war between
one of other country, whether of
Iran/Iraq or that of two countries
who compete, but the war of the
capitalist system against the Workers States. Thus the capitalist
system needs to prepare to sustain
itself to the maximum level possible.
This is the programme of the capitalist system.

criticism nor a programme critical
of the capitalist system. To guarantee the life of. people, for
example, Is to diminish the hours
of work not to 35 but to 30 hours.
If the factories say that they cannot
increase such production, then propose that the workers cannot tolerate this form of life. What is life?
The factories? No! And if the boss
cattnot stand it, then let the factory
be expropriated, nationalised and
made to work.
It is a natural right that the increase in technology - which is
expressed in the increase of production and of the quality of the
same - should be to the benefit of
the population and reduce the hours
of work, which consequently increases the level and the progress
of life. The trade unions do not
take this into account, but see only
what is significant for the boss.
The reduction in the hours of work
is a necessary fact, independent of
any situation bpt a logical necessity·
To the increase of technology
corresponds a reduction in the hours
of work, but the result is that the
technology is a concentration of
the benefits of the progress of
society, of human intelligence at the
service of only the boss who uti lises it for himself. This is completely irrational. The trade unions
have the policy of 'respecting the
one in possession'. What does the
boss have? The factory! But the
workers have life! The boss will
lose his factory, but the workers
lose life - and not only one but
thousands and., thousands. The
mentality of the trade union leaders
is that they cannot conceive of a
society where there is no boss,
no property and someone who
bosses. It does not mean to say
that they accept the capitalist
system, but for them there has to be
a system where there is someone
who is giving orders, someone who
commands, and they play the role of
intermediaries.

This is expressed in the way
production is organised, which has
its very conclusive and final expression in the level and speed of
production whatever the system or
method. If previously they made a
hundred rifles in an hour, now they
have to make two hundred; and if
before it was made by ten workers
now they have five. Tha~ is, under
the cost of production profit increases and allows more and more
investment in' war~ But, in turn,
this provokes a reduction in national consumption. Thus, when they
propose 'increase of production' THE FUNCTIONING OF THE
immediately the question arises: TRADE UNIONS HAS TO BE
for whom if consumption is reduced? TRANSFORMED.
The crisis of capitalism is not
through a lack of an increase in
production, but is the crisis of a·
system based on profit. Capitalism
is not in crisis because the workers
produce little, or they do not go to
work. FIAT does not sell more cars
because there is no market, and
because the countries which are incorporated in the world market do
not now enter into a strictly capita list market, but a half capitalist
and half Worker State market, or on
the road of the Worker State. That
is to say, the perspective of plan,
.of programme of production and
development of capitalism, is made_
difficult, rejected and ,interfered
with through the advance of ·tnt.
revolution in the world which is
expressed nationally in this crisis
of the economy.
In front of this, what is the
programme to make? A progra~me
to secure the life of the population,
not the life of the capitalist system.
But the trade unions have neither a

It is necessary to see that the
working class participates, intervenes, proposing a programme of
production, of benefits, of wages,
and of better conditions of work.
They say that in Italy the cost of
production is very high and that the
responsibility belongs to the workers. This is all lies. If they
eliminated all the Caltagirone, all
the swindles, it would be possible
to lower the cost of production by
twenty per cent. How blame the
workers for all this? The workers
have -a level of life which shows
poverty: the poverty in which people
live can be seen from the regions
of the earthquakes.
The problem is that the trade
unions have no programme to deal
with the crisis of capitalism, and
they want to resolve problems by
helping the capitalists to find
solutions on what to produce, how
to produce, and how to reduce the
cost of production. In this way
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there is no solution. The solution
has to be based from the beginning
on nationalisation. There is no
other way of confronting the crisis.
Capitalism cannot confront it.
For example, Italy could produce
between 20 and 40 million tons of
steel, and has to produce nothing
more than 24 million through the
agreements necessary in the ECM.
It could produce sugar for the whole
of Europe, and has to import. It
could get meat at ha If the ECM
price in Argentina or Rumania, and
it cannot buy it. That is to say, the
ECM is a multi:-national managed
by the great consortiums who
orientate policy in accordance with
the great investors, the main industries which are the ones that
plan the increase of production to
impede an excess of commodities
which lower the price and reduce
the profit. The ECM ill a multinattilnal.
Before this, what do the trade
unions do? They want the local
bourgeoisie to oppose it, but to
continue as they are within the
ECM. This is impossible. There
is no solution within capitalism,
and the countries who endure recession, like France, Britain and
Sermany, do it at the cost of a
fantastic state budget deficit. In
Germany, for example, the state
has immense debts with private
banks. The capitalists who cover
this debt have a means of constant
pressure on the state, and if the
state threatens them with something
the capitalists present the bill of
state debts. In front ofthis crisis
of capitalism, the Communists and
trade unions propose 'it is necessary to improve'.
Yes, it is
possible to improve quite a lot, but
not to transform the situation.
The trade unions in Italy ask 'to
increase production', but who buys?
lama, Carniti and Banvenuto are
very con.cerned with how to reduce
the cost of production and making
the workers work more. Then the
trade union orientates a process of
criticisms and persecution over
absenteeism instead of making a
great campaign against the robbery
of the state like the Caltagirones
who are the real people responsible
for the increase in the cost of production.
No trade union leader, not even
the Communists, have any reply to
these problems; a socia I reply to
the social crisis of the capitalist
system which is expressed economically. It is social because of
the problems which affect people,
but there is no political leadership
to give this reply. If in Italy Hley
had made a plan of the development
of the country, they would be short
of three million workers at least.
Within the policy of the trade
unions it is necessary to reject the
proposal of the unions for the self·regufcltion of the right to strike.
There has to be no regulation. The
only form in which the regulation of
strikes can be determined lies in
workers' assemblies. If they regulate strikes, they are going to enter
into a tremendous conflict with
sectors of the working class and
they are going to impel the creation
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of new groups, autonomous trade
unions (2) and movements. The
regulation is for what? They reply
that the indispensible public services should not be interrupted by
strikes.
The country does not
suffer from these problems. The
country suffers from the lack of
attention to the earthquakes, the
swindles and robberies. These are
the problems of the country, not the
strikes in the public services. It
is on these problems that it is
necessary to launch campaigns of
the trade unions appealing for
united fronts.
The workers must determine
themselves when to make strikes-;
They are the ones who self..;.
regulate. The workers' assembly
determines when to make the strike;
The regulation of the strikes is a
monstrosity, a benefit exclusively
for capitalism. It's the workers
themselves who have to see when
they ca II a strike or not, not as a
regulation but as a level of consciousness and an expression .of
necessity. Italy is fragmented into
a thoqsand pieces and each sector
of the workers' movement receives
daily a blow, a retreat In its standard of life, its democratic, political and trade union rights. In not
having a concentrated reply on the
part of the Communist trade unions,
the reply is fragmented and a number of small trade unions appear,
who feel they have the resolution to
make a strike and triumph because
they are indispensible in the state
apparatus. They are not sectors
apart from,separated from or against
the rest of the workers movement;
but arise through the nature of production in lta ly, of the public services and of the trade union
movement. Before, they were sectors which capitalism bought for
little money, but now they cannot
do it, and they go on strike. How
to force them not to strike? To
impose on them means a rupture
with the workers' movement. What
has to be seen is why these groups
are not within such strong trade
union centres. It is not that they
are badly intentioned, but they show
in this way their rejection· of the
conciliatory policy of the trade
union centres.
If there are conflicts between
the trade union centres and these
'autonomous' trade unions, it is
necessary to seek unification with
the right to every tendency to exist
and express itself. This is infinitely better that they resolve
like this, thanastheyarenow utilised
because, in this way, the bourgeoisie are allowed to manoeuvre, to
utilise one centre against another,
to yield to one against the other.
Thus it is necessary to seek· as an
essential measure a centralised
movement at the trade union level.

The trade union centres have
appealed to these 'autonomous'
trade unions to centralise themselves, but they do not accept
because the policy of the main
unions does not interest them; thus
there must be freedom of tendency
in the trade union centre. This does
not mean the right for any lunatic
to speak, but to allow the right of
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tendency. If the trade union leaders
th
k f
b net•ts than
robbed the equivalent of entire
budgets of the Italian economy.

demand 'freedom and democracy' in
the USSR and in the Workers States,
is not the working class going to The wealth of production of the
ask for the right of tendency in the Italian people cannot be expressed
Communist Party and in the trade by the present state of the economy,
unions? Freedom of tendency, but because the wea Ith is taken by aII
these thieves.
within the anti-capitalist struggle.
It is necessary to allow the working
The trade unions speak of
class to express itself, to give 'finishing with absenteeism'. This
opinion and form itself politically is not the case. There are workers
and this will then all ow it to in- who say they are so ill they cannot
influence these autonomous trade go to work, but this is not absenunions. If it is not possible to teeism. Part of the workers who go
influence the leadership of these on the sick list .go to do other work,
unions, then influence the base and which means that one job is not
attract them.
enough and they want to improve
standard of living. But the
The existence of these trade the
immense majority -do not go to work
unions and of the different groups because of their state of exhaustion
is the result of the Italian economy, ·through work. Thus, it is necessary
something which does not occur in to pay attention not to absenteeism
other capitalist countries where but to the crime of the management
there is a greater centralisation in against the men and women who
industry. But lta ly has a backward work.
method of production which creates
an enormous quantity of currents
It is necessary to make a camand tendencies. Also, it is through paign agah1st the deteriorating conthe political maturity of the lta lian ditions of work not against those
people which attract quite elevated
absent from work. It is lies
levels of technicians and profess- that absenteeism determines an
iona I workers.
alteration in the cost of production.
It is enoul!h to compare the robbery
It is necessary to develop in the that the Caltagirones have made to
trade unions the anti-capitalist take. account of the fact that ab
political life, and this is going to senteeism is not the real problem.
influence aII these small trade Then it is necessary to ask how
unions and groups. One of the most conditions of life improved when
complete forms of working for a near the absentees were at work. The
future is to concentrate everyone in standard of living did not increase
the same trade union but with the at all; on the contJary, it worsened.
right of tendencies, so that people This is expressed in how people
may explain and can determine who suffered from the earthquake
resolutions in accordance with the with the most complete indifference
majority.
on the part of the Italian capitalist
state.
The lta lian economy is not tht
same as the French, German or that
In front of all this the trade
of ·Britain. It is a very atomised unions must discuss· a programme
economy, and thus it allows· the of structural changes. They .can
creation of all these groups. They get certain wage improvements, but
develop also in the trade unions a's, at the cost of thousands of unfor example, the railway workers, employed. That is to say that intechnicians and sectors who see crease in wag~:s> is not a conquest.
the continuous robberies, the Cal- How make an improvement if it ls
tagirones and the daily swindles at the cost of unemployment? The
and propose 'and why should not we dismissals also of workers besides
ask more increases, more bf)nefits being a blow at the standard of
from the state?' These are sectors living of the population, is a blow
which,in asking for these increases, at the cohesion and at the force of
do not feel that they are robbing the tht trade union movement, because
workers or the people, but that they they exclude thousands. This is
are depriving the state administra- one of the things which capitalism
tion or , on the other hand, ..
it is seeks: to weaken the concentrated
money of which they are depriving force of the proletariat. In front of
the Caltagirone.
This is their this there is no partial solution. It
reasoning and hence they have is necessary to struggle for wage
strikes demanding increases in gains, but not at the cost of this.
wages and a great part are successfu I because they answer a necessity
It is necessary to develop demowhich the trade unions do not
cratic. trade union rights, the right
represent.
to freedom, of tendencies within
To propose to regulate the the trade unions, and to open a
strikes of these autonomous trade discussion on the programme of
unions is absurd. One can never progress and education of the massask the ·working class to respect es, on the basis of proposing that
and be disciplined If under the capitalism cannot give any more.
leadership of the capitalist system. If there is any improvement, it is
Never! If within the heart of the taken away in another form. Wages
workers movement there are differ- may increase but first prices go up,
ences, it is logical that there are taxes and the cost of public sersuch; afterwards they can be over- vices go up. In this situation it is
come·' but. it. is never possible to logical· that trade union movements
resolve them submitted to the inter- arise and also unions of professionest of the capitalist system· To al workers and specialised techdemand· the regulation of the strikes nicians who demand increases in
is to favour and to extend the con- wagas. more than are given to the
ditions for the existence of the average worker. They· are right to
d
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The extreme brutality of the
At the same time, the result of
demand more or t at t ey go on Israeli attack on the Lebanon has the Lebanon episode has been to
strike, but that the capitalist state
as many have remarked all the deepen the rift between Yankee imrobs millions more than the imcharacteristics of the naz i method, perialism and the other imperialist
provements for which these sectors
But the totai failure of ·powers in Europe who see themask. They are robberies which
this intervention is a striking proof selves being dragged along to descorrespond to seventyfive per cent that imperialism has lost all histruction by a gang of relentless
of the wages of all the workers.
toric initiative and capacity, and Yankee imbeciles who want to see
The problem then is not that the the consequences of this failttre
not only the end of the Soviet Union
workers demand too much or that' are going to be profound. The
but anyone else who is a competithey go on strike, but that the capi- intervention of the Soviet Union
tor of Yankee imperia !ism. Thus,
talist state is. led by people who has been decisive in containing in the middle of the Lebanon fiasco,
rob and swindle. This is the real the worst consequences of this a leading German soldier, General
problem.
maniac adventure. Brezhnev has Kraus-e former strategic planner
intervened twice, insisting that for the· Bundeswehr, from the heart
the Yanks restrain their Israeli of the German military apparatus
CAPITALISM CANNOT SOLVE flunkeys and has also intervened repudiates the Yankee inventions
EVEN THE SMALLEST PROBLEMS towards France, warning Mitterand about a Soviet military build-up
not to connive in the plan to send and the need for ever greater exAmerican troops into Lebanon. penditures. There have been other
Despite an immense display of' protests from NA TO sectors preThe trade unions must take into
viously, such as Sanguinetti in
account that there is no possibility force by the Israelis and the attempt France, but it is inevitable that
of progress submitted to the policy to develop nazi mentality in the these sectors and others are going
of the capitalist ·state, of the troops, that is, sentiments outside to think more and more about where
any human concern with the mass
bourgeoisie and the Christian Demoslaughter of old people, children, all this is going. Do we have to
cracy which controls the state.
prevnant women etc., it is clear burn for the benefit of the Yanks?
There is no possibility, and Italian
that the resistance which they Such differences of opinion mean
capitalism cannot give any more.
that in the event of war everything
It is the weakest of the big capi- received has demoralised sectors wi 11 co !lapse. Defeatism and disin the Israeli army and, at the same
talist countries. The trade unions
time, provoked tendencies to think. agreement is profound in all the
must have a discussion on the deThis has led to the case of a young armies of imperialism, and the
velopment of the world, of the trade
but leading Israeli officer resigning experience of the Israeli army gives
union struggles, and the incapacity
his command on the grounds that only a limited view of what is going
of the competition of Italian capithe offensive has no purpose in to happen.
talism. FIAT bases its abUity to spite of pressure from Begin and
As Posadas has said of the
compete on the basis of the exSharon. In origin he was not against present experience of the Soviet
ploitation of the workers, and this some form of attack, but was against
determines that the standard of the sea le and character of th is Union, it is like a film going in
living of the population is lowered. offensive. A!ready there have been reverse and hurrying back to 1~17.
Thus the trade unions must not meetings of Israeli soldiers against One of the most fundamenta I exdedicate themselves to make cam- the war and when a leading career periences of the October Revolution
paigns against absenteeism or officer refuses to continue this is was the capacity to appea I to the
propose the regulation of strikes an indication of what is going to disintegrating army of Czarism.
but, for example, make' a ·campaign occur in later phases of the Israeli As part of the appeals to the Arab
proposing measures against the attack on the Arab revolution but, masses in the Middle East, it is
inertia of the state expressed in at the same .time, also shows a important to appeal for an. Israeli
the earthquake, to make strikes and spirit of defeatism which stands for Socia list State as part of the United
movements for this. But the trade all the imperialist armies. The Federation of Socialist States in
unions are not impelled in this type ·PLO fights with the sense that it the Middle ~ast and, with this, the
appea I to the lsrae Ii troops to
of struggle.
is representing superior interests reject imperialist military discipThe workers see that their trade of history. Its security and the line, to desert and abandon the
union leaders are businessmen and fighting passion of its soldiers function of terrorism. A limitation
that they have a series of gain~ and come from the feeling that behind of the Soviet comrades in the last
privileges which the average worker them stands the Soviet Union and, war was the insufficient revolutiondoes not have. He sees that none whatever the blind brutality of the ary slogans to the German troops of the·se discuss as a function of Yanks and fascist terrorists Ii ke
in the process that is coming condefending the life of the workers.
victory is inevitable. ditfons will impose superior appea Is.
It sees them speaking as technicians not as workers' leaders·.

It is necessary to make movements,
strikes against the robberies,
against the inertia of the state in
front of the earthquake and populations. This is what they have
to discuss, both the trade unions
and the Communist Party. If the
Communist Party discusses and
promotes lhis struggle, within two
years an important sector of the
Left of the Christian Democracy
would win. J p d
• osa as
8••
3 81
(1) Caltagirone: refers to a notor-

ious Italian financial scandal, now
a norm of Italian capitalism.
(.2) In Italy some trade .unions
exist in the public services which
are not affiliated to the trade union
centres and which are called
autonomous trade unions.
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THE ASLEF DISPUTE AND THE ORGAN/SA TION
OF THE LEFT IN THE TRADE UNIONS.
The return to work of the ASLE F
workers through lack of support
from other tr12de unions cannot be
considered as a defeat tor the working class. The combative workers
have been contained, nothing more.
Even If there is some concession
over the 'rostering', that particular
Issue has not been settled and the
fight has raised other more fundamental Issues, focused attention
on them in a way that will prove
damaging to the capitalist system
and wi 11 strengthen immensely the
drive to the Left In Britain. It was
not the capitalist system or government which imposed this contaifllng,
only the unrepresentative trade
union. leadership. Capitalism had
to shelter fJehind this lead«ship.
Quite clearly the conditions of
the strike if #1ere had been a prepared leadership could have very
rapidly led to a general strike and
the liquidation of the gove.mment.
The attitude of the ASLEF workers
was, and is, extremely secure (as
is the attitude of the hospital
workers). They sought to impel a
general intervention of .the working
class against this putrefying and
demented government whi.ch held
no tears for them.
Objectively,
world and national conditions favoured them - and still do so. The
struggle has brought into focus
very much the passive and backward character of the trade union
leaderships. There is an insufficiently developed and organised
leadership of the Left in the trade
unions to coilfront .the Conservative
pro-capitalist leaderships.
The
latter react with fear and trembling
at the possibility of strikes and
of the masses
demonstrations
against the government, because
now more than ever with the weakness of world capitaJism and the
growing force of the Workers States
successful actions of the working
class threaten the whole antidemocratic structure of the trade
unions. The 'Right' in the trade
unions - the Duffys, the Cannons,
the Basnetts etc - have a mentality
which accepts capitalist norms.
They were quick to dabble in the
process of Poland, but when it came
to the Malvfnas episode little was
said or mobilised against the criminal
assassinations
by
the
Thatcher regime, anf} no interest was
taken in the interventions of the
The
Argentinian working class.
right of the trade unions are, as
Lenin defined them, the traditional
'labour lieutenants' of the capitalist
class. But they lack the social
power that they had in Lenin's time
and survive not because of their
own strength but because of the
antiquated structure of the trade
unions and the lack of a trade union
democracy. Thr:J Left in the trade
unions is not sufficiently organised.
to go beyond them.
The process of containing the
ASLEF has brought into the sharpest possible relief what was meant
in practice by 'trade unionism'.
Arguments were used that if the
ASLEF strike were supported or
continued hundreds would lose their
jobs. This experience has brought
out the total falsity of the narrow
'trade union Issues only' "argument.
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The trade union leaders who have ls, regular discussion and control
used this ar:gument are those who of trade union delegates so that
have gone along passively with the they do not speak for mi 11/ons at
vast numbers thrown out of work trade union conferences when
by the Thatcher government. What 'millions' have never been consulhas 'trade unionism' and the 'deted. Trade union officials have toj
fence of our members' had to say be open to continuous election and
about all this?
Why has 'trade
re-selection.
unionism' for three years done
nothing to defend the rights of three
FOR A PROGRAMME BASED ON
million unemployed, or indeed the THE INTERVENTION OF THE
lowering of the standard of life of WORKING CLASS.
the employed sectors of the population. In other words, the conThe intervention of the Labour
ception of trade unions refusing to
Left
is fundamental in the trade
look beyond immediate Issues of
The support given to
wage levels is totally kaput, has unions.
no p(!trspectiVe, and new conditions ASLEF by Benn, Foot and others
are preparing for a much more is very important because it is a
elevated trade unionism. Th$ very political struggle and social strugtact that the TUC has been obliged gle which is being waged, not
to accept the position of unilateral simply a struggle over conditions
But it is
disarmament shows that the weight of work and wages.
of the Right and Centre in no way necessary to elevate the character
represents the course and direction of the interventions towards strikes.
of the process in Britain.
The It is a question not only of general
return to work of ASLEF does not support by the Labour Party to
represent the strength developff11:J strikes but bringing out the nature
in the working class. Reality Is of the crisis which is the total
destroying even the semblance of crisis of capitalism as a system.
the argument. that trade unions have It is not 'inflation' or 'unemployto be concerned solely with imme- ment' as separate is1111es but the
diate tangible demands - employ- whole of capitalist functioning is
ment, wage levels, better conditions In question and demands social
of work.
None of these can be transformations. The ASLEF strike
obtained now in the terms of accep- is extremely rich in conclusions.
tance of the capitalist system. The It has brought out the total dependefenders of that system, Howe the dence of the capitalist system on
Chancellor and the head of the CBI the
reactionary or inadequate
talk quite openly of a need to lower leadership of the trade unions.
the standard of living and, In the Containing the strike has in reality
case of the CBI, say quite openly done Immense damage to the trade
'forever'! That is the hallmark of union olig?rchies. Everyone sees
a system that has no future and is their role. The massive vote tor
utterly stupid.
Reformist tr12de Scargill, however, in the Miners
unionism is completely undermined Union elections and the beginning
and has nothing to say to all this. of the liquidation of the Right In
the Miners Union is an anticipation

THE FUNCTION Of THE BOLSHEVIKS IN
HISTORY AND THE STRUGGLE OF
COMMUNISM TODAY.

J.Posadas

The Bolsheviks began a generation of human beings preoccupied
consciously in living, knowing and
constructing Communism.
The
Bolsheviks are going to return.
Now there is the base for the return
of the Bolsheviks, but not now as
in the epoch of Lenin, because
Lenin's first task was to develop
the forces and give consciousness
to the class that was capable. It
was necessary to give confidence,
but today everybody sees that the
working class can achieve this. ft
has no doubt that it can achieve
this. Before, It was necessary to
demonstrate that the proletariat
was capable of undertaking such a
historic task.

The Communist Party still does
not have security In the Communist
conceptions. It seeks to eltmlnate
capitalism, but it does not have the
Communist conceptions. Otherwise
It would interpret why a little old
woman can appear like this, with
sons who have been fifteen years
in prison, and rais.es the militant
salute. She did not run to embrace
her son, to take hold of him and to
submit to the sentiment of the
mother.
She did not seek this.
When she raises the militant salute
she is saying, 'Let them continue
fighting'. This is very beautiful.

/t is of Interest to us to estimate
the level of specific, concrete evolution of the process, but in .its
roots which show a disposition
much superior to the concrete concluslon. In increasing our knowledge and interpenetration with the
process, we are generating the
security that it is possible to know

joy of the person who earns money,
who Is married, has a son, has his
own house. Now, the joy is this:
to see humanity act with dignity
in accordance with the needs of
humanity, not in a spirit of indlvidual interest. We do not see the
little old woman as a function of the
mother or of the grandmother, but
acting as a revolutionary leader,
although she many not have the
qualities of the revolutionary leader. But she works as is necessary
for history.

everything which is necessary, and
we are going to know everything,
resolve everything, change everything and do everything. Everything
that we want to do is necessary
and the knowledge that we can
achieve It. Hence, we have ex-

These are the motives of the
joy of humanity. Before, It was the

The cultural conditions and the
socia I decisions are elevating for
amp/es as that of the little old the Identification of the human
Portuguese woman who raised the being: man and woman as human
mi litant salute as Q result of the
This
beings, whoever they are.
state of condition an(J structure, resolves also the problems of love.
which allows this and much more. This Is one of the aspects which
TM leader and the organiser must is elevating the loving relations of
be based on these conditions. His
humav. beings, because it places
calculations, then, in policy, In
the human relationships not as male
conclusions and in tactics. are
or female, or as a family which has
based on what sti II have not come
children and In which male and
to light but are going to appear.
female reproduc~. This means to
Hence we wrote the article on the
elevate beyond the animal qualities
little old woman ..,. but, for us, it
and to develop consciously as
has a very great significance and It
human beings. The logical superIs going to have a very great Imiority of the human being over the
portance, and also for the Commuanimal is that he thinks, organises
nists. It is the way of knowing the
thought, and foresees. He has the
human being, of Inter-penetrating
means to do what it is necessary
with the human being.
to do.
This is the capacity to foresee
and to foresee in consequence It
is necessary to feel with the sentiments, the consciousness, with the
Our analysis of the little old
integration of ourselves, of the woman of Portugal Is going to have
Party and this process. If one does much Influence. Above all on the
not feel it, one cannot see It. If Communist ml lit ants, because the
one does not obServe or does Ii Communist militant wants to and
distantly or superficially, it Is feels in this way.
possible to see one or the other
J. POSADAS 9th October 1974.
characteristics but not the whole
which is expressed In the characteristics.
Then one sees the
partial aspect but not the whole
picture.

CAPITALISM DEPENDS ON THE of much bigger changes to come in
LIM/TA TIONS OF THE TRADE
the reconstruction of the trade
UNION LEADERSHIP.
unions and their elevation as instrumentf' of social tr12nsformations
in Britain.
The trade Unions. that is, under the
Impulse of the Left and with
There has to be discussion on
changes of structure must campaign demands that wages rise automat ifor much more elevated demands. cal ly with the cost of living, that
They have to emphasise an economy the gains of automation go to the
that works not in terms of export workers, the unemployed have to
competition with other capitalist be Integrated in demonstrations
countries but begins with the need against the system, workers control
to satisfy the needs of the popula- has to be rat sed as a permarumt.
tion in terms of housing, education, slogan, and the unification of strike
transport, the replanning of the actions has to be proposed to
cities, and workers democracy in finish with separating and isolating
the factories, the offices and the strikes as has been done with
planning of the economy. None of ASLEF.
these can be achieved with the
capitalist system. This has to be
attacked, day in and day out, as a
system not as something which can
be made to work better with 're-·
flation' or more 'Investment' or on
the basis of 'protection'. The trade
unions have to intervene on all the
important
social and political
issues, calling demonstrations
against the war in Lebanon and
making appeals to the other trade
Correction RF 323
unioss In Europe and America for
this. There has to be a process of
Article on War p2
transformation of the functioning of
top cl2 J. POSADAS
the trade unions.
The Right is
being ejected from the Labour Party.
The text should read: 'The Soviet
This has to be done In the trade
leadership had no plan of the future,
unions, and the Labour Left has to
did not understand the process of
facilitate all this by publishing on
history.
Now this situation of
the trade unions, explaining what
history has changed completely'.
real workers democracy means; that

Out of Nato! Close

the nuclear bases I

Editorial

from pege1

unified way, to develop a general
strike of indefinite duration if
necessary, to destroy this criminal
and lunatic government, so as to
replace it with a Labour government
on a programme of social transformations and unilateral nuclear
disarmament.
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Demonstrators on the 'Day of Action'.
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The massacre of Palestinians

in Lebanon ~ at least 3,200 plus
60,000 .in previous bombings characterises the capitalist system
precisely. It is a murderous act
born out of importence and directed
not simply at the Palestinians but
at lhe whole of humanity. The
. lsra'eli invasion in Lebanon was
organised by Yankee imperialism as its every other actions - and
the gangs of assassins who perpetrated these particular massacres
'Shatlia and Sabra} are organised by
the same source. It is reminiscent
of tile last days of Hitler, but now
it is not one sector of the capitalist
system that is in its last days b~t
the whole world structure of capitalism. This massacre is an act of
impotence on the part of Yankee
imperialism because it cannot find
the conditions to launch the nuclear
war at this stage; it is more and
'more aware that tile launching of
the war is tile end of itself. Humanity is not cowed by the terroris.m
of imperialism. The result of this
massacre ls fo deepen further the
. crisis inside Yankee imperialism
itself and between Yankee imperialism and world capitalism. Every
major capitalist country has repudiated this massacre because they
know these actions are organised
by Yankee imperialism a1,1d they
feel that their survival depends on
conciliation with the USSIR, with the
Workers States and with their own
masses.

as comrade Posadas analysed
previously, Moro was assassinated
by imperialism because Ile favoured
a policy of conciliation towards
the Italian Communist Paety. This
massacre has resulted in a brutal
blow to the whole of tile capitalist
system and a fuether erosion of the
remnants of its sociar authority.
It stimulates sectors of the capitalist class itself to lose faith in
the capitalist system and to seek
for a better system. These sectors
draw their conclusions from the
fact that it is imperialism that
massacres the Palestinians, whilst
the Soviet Union and the Workers
States arm
and defend them.
This conclusion is translated on a
world scale in this stage of the
confrontation between the two
social systems.
THE CONFIDENCE OF HUMANITY

lmperia !ism feels impotent because it fails to terrorise the
masse~. The masses are not terrorised by massacres, threat of
nuclear war, and it will not be
terrorised by nuclear war itself.
The masses in Israel, Palestinians
and Jewish, have reacted to this
massacre in Lebanon not with fear
but with revulsion and confidence.
Tiie regime of Begin is shaken to
its foundations. This confidence
is well expressed in the constant
denunciation of Begin by the
Communist Deputies in. the Israeli
Parliament who face constant repression. These comrades express
a!so the confidence of the" Soviet
Union which confronts imperialism
and - through the recent speech of
Brezhnev - points a finger directly
at Yankee imperialism as the enemy
of humanity. It is the existence of
the Soviet Union and its present
policy of 'neither forgiving nor
forgetting' which is the source of
the confidence of humanity.

At the same time, ever1rowing stratas of ppita!ism .are
affected by the fact that imperialism not only prepares the war
against the Workers States and
massacres the masses, but uses the
same means to regulate its own
internal affairs. This is why the
widow of Aldo Moro (Italy) says
that her hus!Jand was the victim of
•an . international conspiracy to
prevent a political alliance between
The oonfidence of humanity on
the ·Communists and the Christian
Democratic Party'. In other words. a world scale and the collapse of

Of
PRIVATE BANKS IN MEXICO.

the social authority of imperialism
are expressed in the workers'
demonstrations in this country in
d.efence of the Health Service and
against the Conservative government. The fact that the Roya I
Philharmonic Orchestra played to
the dem.onstrating workers in London and went to the Ford workers
at Dagenham means that these
musicians are attracted to the
proletariat and the masses because
they see in them the force for the
progress of humanity. Culture is
to serve human progress and is seen
to be alien to the system of private
property. Despite the limitations
of the leadership and despite all
the blows aimed by the Thatcher
government, the masses in this
demonstration
intervened
with
confidence and joy. This 'day of
action' demonstrated the
of the proletariat and masses,
because they defied the law and
their very elevated sentiment was
shown jn that they took this action
not for a narrow sectional interest
but in defence . of others.
Tne
massive resptlnse to that 'day of
action' was a means by which the
workers, aml the masses generally,
indicated to the Trade Union
leaderships that they were prepared
for a struggle at a much higher
level. It was also a way of telling
the Labnur leadership that any
support for Labour from the masses
will be on the basis of a perspective
of social transformations and not 011
a policy of conciliation with capitalism.
The Labour leadership
responded to this, and Foot appeared at the head of the demonstratloti.
At the same time and for much the
same reasons, he re-:-affirmed
publicly support for Labour~ programme of unilateral nuclear disarmament in opposition to Yankee
bases. The fact that people like
Callaghan and Hatters!ey were
forced to support the workers'
action is an indication of the way
in which the masses are impelling
the leadership in the Labour Party.

The constant Leftwards movement in the Labour Party is a
product of the intervention of the
masses within the world context in
whlch the balance of forces is
favourable to the advance towards
Socialism.
The victory of. the
~wedish Socialists and Communists
in the recent elections, the Governmental crisis in West Germany
which can only result in the advance of the Left in the SOP, and
the fact that the Spanish Socialists
are proposing a referendum on
Spain's membership of NATO and
questioning the existence of the
Yankee bases In Spain are ail part
of this favourable world balance
of forces. In these circumstances,
the attacks on the Left by the
Labour Party apparatus has no
perspective. Indeed, the Labour
leadership has already retreated
on this issue.
Capitalism is
immensely weak and the immediate
crisis provoked in the government
by this mobilisation on September
22 (w 1th Fowler saying that it is
not possible to return all the Health
Service to the private sector)
shows it once again. The intervention of the masses is deepening
all the contradictions in the Conservative Party, between those
who would like to pulverise the
masses · via 'privatisation' and
those who see in this electoral,
political and social disaster. The
plans for the continuation of the
strikes, which ought to be centralised in a general strike, shows
that irrespective of the weakness
of the existing workers leaderships,
the population is determined to
confront and impel the downfall
of this utterly barbarous government. All this d~stroys the confidence of capitalism - and
Thatcher's trips to Japan and
China to develop trade provide no
solution, because there is no means
by which capitalism can restructure itself with· new markets
and new sources of capital - the
necessary means do not exist.
The advance of the Labour Left
THE MOBILISATION OF THE
IYH\SSES DEMANllS A POLITICAL is determined by the world balance
of forces and by the iniewention
LEADERSHIP.

of the masses.
However, the
intervention of the masse~ and the
actions of September 22 show· that
U demands a deeper political
leadership. The motives ·of the
Labour apparatus's attacks 011 the
Left is, in ·part, in order to preoccuJ>.Y the Left with a strug.gle
purely inside the LaliQ111r .Party
structure.

For a balance
ot the day of
action
There is no <hJtU1' that
the mobilisation Oil file 22nd Wilf
result, in a very short time, in an
elevation of sectors of the Trade
Union leadership. The developments in the NUM (Miners) are
indicative of this. This process
demands a profounder political
leadership, and it needs ·the Labour
Left to turn its attention towards
providing it. The proletariat and
the masses generally are aWM'J#i
that the process is not decided in
Parliament. The Labour Left has
won a quite elevated Socia list
programme in the Labour Party.
Now it requires that programme
and that perspective to be linked
with the mobilisation of the masses.
It is not a question simply of an
electora I victory for Labour, or
committing the Labour Party to a
Socl@list programme, but of
deve1ioptng a better poiitical life
in the Party and between the Party
and the masses. For examll81e, it
would be good to discuss a balance
of the intervention of the masses on
September 22 and also of the meaning of the massacre in the Lebanon.
This would accelerate the construction of closer relations
between Party, Unions and masses
and the development of a new type
of Party. But the pre:..condition
for this is a more consistent life
in the existing forces of the Left
in the Labour Party.
25.11.1982
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The conclusion of the invasion
of Beirut is a defeat of Israel and
of Yankee imperialism, with very
profound social and political
consequences.
The Palestinian
army came out of Beirut with its
forces practically intact. The objecjtive of liquidating militarily and
politically the PLO and of expel ling the Syrians from Lebanon
failed completely. Transitorily the
military strength of the Palestinians
was reduced but politically their
influence and authority in the region
and. in the world increased. To have
succeeded in stopping the Israeli
army - which is a direct representation of the Yanks - has been a
triumph which is going to have an
immense effect on the Arab countries and is now having one in
Israel.
It is not true that the dispersal
of the Palestinians in different
countries is going to annul them
politically or militarily. The struggle of the Palestinians does not
represent the Palestinians only,
but is a necessity for the development of the life of the Arab masses
which is the expulsion of imperialism and its allies from the region.
The failure of Israel and of imperialism in the Lebanon is going
to impel in all the Arab countries
the anti-imperialist struggle, and
in every country the Palestinians
are going to be a political centre
for this objective. The struggle
for Socialist progress in the Middle
East requires a military confrontation with imperialism, but it is
not only a problem of arms and the
army.
Political leadership is
necessary, with. the decision to
·.organise socially for this objective,
because it is not a question of
confronting Israel only but Yankee
imperialism. To defeat imperialism
requires the political organisation
which leads the military organisation. This objective in the Middle
.East is going to advance, particularly through the political elevation of the Palestinian movement,
but above all throueh _the intervention of the Soviet Union whose
influence increases in the region,
quite the opposite of all the lies
declared by the capitalist press.
Israel ano Yankee imperialism
for the invasion of Lebanon count
upon, and will count upon, the
connivance of the Arab bourgeoisie
who have taken no concrete initiative against Israel. These have
had to change their attitude to the
extent that lsraet ~as not achieved
victory with the rapidity wnich they
expected, because the population
of these countries supports the
Palestinians. Hence they are not
goU!g to be able to negate politically . the Palestinians in every
co~niry as in the stupid calculation
ol caoitalism.
Another aspect is that not all
the Palestinians have withdrawn
from Lebanon. In the South itseff,
occupied by Israel, the Palestinian
guerrillas are everywhere and,
whatever the nazi repression which
Israel carries out, the population
supports
and protects them.
T!he situation in the Middle
~ast forms part of the antiimperialist world process in which
every movement, li~e that of the
Palestinians or that of El Salvador
or Nicaragua or Angola, support
themselves on the relation of world
for:ces b.ased on the existence of
the Workers States, and in particular of the Soviet Union. For this
reason in Beirut all factors of the
world struggle of system against
system are concentrated and thus,
although Israel may have the military force, it could not decide the
-2
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conclusion. This is the base of its
defeat which is political and social
and, secondly, a military defeat.
The struggle of the Palestinians
is not resolved only with the creation of an army and of a Palestinian
state, but in the ambit of a politica I
movement which unifies the Arab
and Jewish masses against Yankee
imperialism and capitalism.
This defeat of Israel in Beirut
is going to favour the discussion
in the Palestinian movement on the
objectives, the programme and the
policy of the PLO. The shots
which the Palestinian guerrillas
fired in the air saluting the comrades who were leaving were not
only shots of commemoration but
the communication of their decision
to fight which has suffered no
reduction, but has been elevated
by the experience of Beirut. This
sentiment is going to be expressed
ool itica llv.
The Arab bourgeoisie, through a
certain support to the PLO, sought
to maintain the programme of the
Palestinians limited to the objective of acquiring a national home
and of reducing the social levels of
this struggle. In February 1.977
cde Posadas proposed the discusstion of a superior programme for the
Palestinians, proposing 'there is
no place for the historic development of a Palestinian state. It is
necessary to pose the problem in a
much more elevated and extensive
form •••The birth of these countries
in the dying stages of the collapse
of the capitalist system is not now
posed as before, but united to this
historic condition that the war is
coming closer: the war is coming
and there is the condition so that
they can be unified and developed
as Workers States. Thus the organisation as an independent state
must serve this end, not to make a
new nation and to create a current
which has the capacity to organise
for this objective, not to make a
new nation. It has no historic
sense or objective or conditions to
develop, economically, socially or
linguistically. I believe that this
is very important, above all taking
into account that capitalism is
moving in oreoaration of the war'.
~J. Posadas, 1 ne t;onstitution of
Palestine and the World Revolution ·
ary Process, 19.2.78).
· These iliscussions are going to
develop as part of the necessity. o.f
the PLO
to elevate its function
as a polifical instrument to develop
and impel the formation of leaderships very close to the understanding of the struggle against capitalism and for the Socialist Federation
of the Arab countries. For this objective the alliance with the Soviet
Union is a logical necessity.
The experience of Lebanon confirms the historic and concrete
incapacity of the capitalist system
led b}! Y.ankee imperialism to smash
the revolutionary processes because
any movement of national liberaJion
and social liberation, whether in

or

Africa, Asia, Latin America
the Middle East, supports itself on
a relation of world forces in which
it is the Workers States who determine. In the Lebanon, from the
beginning of the Israeli invasion,
the USSR affirmed that it would not
permit the liquidation of the PLO
and it was the decisive obstacle
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which prevented Israel going further. old people, and that he could not
Those who criticised Soviet con- endure this.
·
duct do not have a notion that the
presence of the Soviet Fleet on the
The weakness of Yankee imLebanese coast was not a simple perialism is also expressed in
demonstration of force, but that having to support openly the camarthe Soviets were ready to intervene illa of Begin. It shows that now
to impede the destruction of the very little remains to imperialism
PLO or the invasion of Syria even because, in order to survive, it has
at the cost of 1confronting, Yankee to depend more and more on the
imperialism. This is because the .Begin., the Pinochets and the
Soviet Union cannot allow any im- assassins of South Africa. In the
portant retreat of the revolution in Middle East the whole policy which
any part of the world and, in this Carter had sought through the
case, the retreat would be the des- alliance with the strongest sector
truction of the PLO and of its of the Arab bourgeoisie, the bourleaders and the invasion of Syria geoisie of Egypt, had failed. The
which would alter the relation of assassination of Sadat was the
political forces. There are in- expression that such a policy could
sufficiencies in the political not be continued because any
intervention of the USSR in the country which is allied to imperialMiddle East, but it is above all the ism is crushed socially and poliresult of the previous policy pf tically, and remains submitted to
alliance with the Ar.ab bourgeoisie a small clique, while the country
This experience
without developing more profound is paralysed.
movements. Hence, outside the Egypt has liv\m through and cannot
PLO and, in part but less, Syria, retreat upon. But the countries of
secure and consistent leaderships the region which have thrown out
do not exist in anti-imperialist imperialism and have allied with
policy in the region; now this pro- the USSR, such as Libya, Algeria,
cess is going to develop more Yemen, have developed socially,
profoundly. Thus the Soviet Union economically, culturally and milidoes not have instruments to support tarily. The Arab masses see this
itself, and this limits its possibility comparison which is world-wide.
of direct intervention. But, even Any country, in order to progress,
so, the Soviets are present and do has to struggle against capitalism
intervene. To measure the conduct and imperialism, whether in Africa,
of the Arab bourgeoisie, it is enough Asia, Latin America or Europe,
to see the attitude of the Lebanese and humanity already has the exgovernment which has preferred the perience of processes like those of
massacre of the population to asking Afghanistan where Soviet intermilitary help from the Soviets or vention has developed the country.
any one else. This is an experience
The influence of the Soviet Union
which affirms the necessity of
developing pol itica I movements does not develop only through
which do not depend on the decision military aid but, above all, through
of the Arab bourgeois governments social and political influence.
which, in the last instance, prefer Hence feuda I leaderships, like those
to ally with Israel and Yankee of Saudi Arabia, now try not to
Imperialism rather than confront depend on the policy of the Yanks
them to the point of finding support and to make a certain independent
in the intervention of the masses. policy.
After these events in
Lebanon the conditions for the
manoeuvres of the capitalist system
The weakness
have narrowed enormously, because
of imperialism
their only support is Israel; and
this cannot remain indefinitely in
the Lebanon. They can impose
The action of Israel is part of Gemayal as president, but they are
the desperate ambushes of the not going to be able to make of
capitalist system in front of the Lebanon an unconditiona I instrument
world process which completely of Yankee imperialism. This cannot
escapes their control.
Yankee be done by imperialism, and it is
imperialism no longer leads history enough to see that one of the conand does not succeed in forcing the sequences of the invasion of the
world bourgeoisie to follow it; on Lebanon was the increase in the
the contrary, in this stage they have internal crisis in the Yankee bourto confront an unequalled increase geoisie and in the camarilla of
in the inter-capitalist contradic- Israel. The disint,egration of the
tions expressed in the case of the Israeli military apparatus has
Soviet-European gas pipeline. That already begun, and the movement
is to say, the lack of homogeneity against Begin and for peace with the
in the capitalist system in a stage Palestinians which has now devein which the revolutionary struggle loped in Israel is not going to be
advances everywhere, develops a delayed, and the depth Js the
desperate political conduct because questioning of the function of
capitalism cannot understand the Israel as the instrument of Yankee
historic process. Hence the crimi- imperialism.
nal line of Begin and of the nazi
camarilla 1 of Israel who, even
The invasion of Lebanon has
knowing they were not going to. brought the masses of Israel closer
triumph, continued massacring and to the Arab masses and puts on the
destroying. They bombarded the agenda the unification of their
popu la ti on because the Palestinian struggles as already in the contacts
combatents were protected and the of the peace movement in Israel
Israelis knew this, and this was in with the Palestinians. The crisis
part the ·reason for which the Israeli established in the Israeli army
colonel· who resigned saying that when it affects a high officer with
in the targets of the Israeli artillery- responsibility of command in the
they saw only women, children and course of the offensive, shows the
enormous weight of the world
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relation of forces which makes the
Israeli soldiers feel isolated and
develops in them a principle of
social reasoning. The influence
of the world is developing in the
Jewish masses the understanding
that they can live with the Arab
masses. It is the camarilla of Begin
which needs to develop a sentiment
of hatred of the Jewish people
against everyone else to justify the
crimes which they commit throughout
the world, because Israel is a
centre of couhter-revolutionary
terror of the capitalist system: from
there come the assassins which
imperialism utilises everywhere.
But when the crisis reaches the
Israeli army, it is because it has
no perspective to develop in the
population such sentiments which
clash with the maturity of the
masses of the world. This does not
exclude that in Israel there is a
religious-military layer with a nazi
mentality which sustains Begin
and his camarilla.

The masses
are secure
The social heroism of the Palestinian and Lebanese masses, who
have sustained the assassin bombardment of Israel without being
intimidated, is an expression of the
human security to confront the war
which capita,lism is preparing.
The assassin camarilla of Israel
believed that the bombardments
were going to provo.ke
desperation and terror in the population,
that it wo·uld be every one for himself; but there was nothing of this.
Capitalism cannot understand human
conduct which now is not determined
by the egoist sentiments of private
property but by social experience,
which shows that human relations
are the real source of intelligent
life not the economy or property.
Cde Posadas, wno analysed this
process of maturing in humanity
years ago, said that 'humanity
seeks to put itself in agreement
with itself'. This is an expression
which has an infinite level I but the
.
essential base is that humanity
pe~ceives that it is not the enemy
of itself' because there is no reason
for this'. (J. Posadas The Revolution in Libya and th~ Process of
Soci?I Transformation 20.4.81 ).
The Lebanese masses remained
in Beirut with the Palestinians
during the bombardments because
they were integrated in the struggle.
They were ready to die with the
Palestinians, but with the security
that they would triumph. This has
disconcerted imperialism and the
Israeli army. All the population
intervenes, from the children to the
old people, and the fact that they
have had to repress and assassinate
women, old people and children is
going to have consequences even
more profound in the Israeli military
apparatus. The revolution incorporated all of society in the intervention, as, in Vietnam, Angola,
Mozambique and El Salvador, and
the children, not only as combatents
but as leaders - as Cde Posadas
analysed over Nicaragua.
The
existence of the Workers States
develops the experience that they
can resolve all the pro:blems with
the organisation of the economy in
the service of the population, and
not as the capitalist regime which
does the opposite, and thus it
develops reasoning and confidence
in society as society. For example,
it has an immense importance for
humanity that right in the middle of
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the invasion of the Lebanon. by
Israel, with all the logical tensions
which this situation has created in
the world, the Soviet Workers State
continues the space flights to develop the scientific capacity of the
human being. It does so with the
serenity which comes from the
security that the USSR has to represent the future of humanity, while
'V ankee imperialism has initiatives
only· to make arms and death. This
attitude of the Soviet Union is the
base of the security of humanity in
front of the war, because it feels
that now the instrument exists
which develops the social experience, overcoming all the relations
which come from the capitalist
system. Hence the Soviet Union is
an instrument of humanity and for
humanity, and so it has to work.
The security of the Palestinians
is determined by this world process;
they feel supported by the world.
Hence the source of their heroic
decision that, if it is necessary to
die, they die - but without sadness
and with the certainty and serenity
that they are going to win. Even
with all the· massacre made in
Lebanon by Israel and Yankee
imperialism, there is no sadness
nor prostration in the Palestinian
and Lebanese masses, because
they have the security that what
they have done was necessary and
that they are going to triumph and
that Israel is the one who is losing.
The mothers, fathers and sons who
lose their parents and children
are resolved to continue the struggle
because it is necessary.

of forces forced Yankee imperialism
to make Israel accept the agreement because, in front of the firm
attitude of the USSR and the· ultimatum which it gave to Reagan,
world capitalism did not have the
homogeneity and the European
bourgeoisie pressed for a solution.
The attitude of France is important
because it shows that Mitterand
cannot follow the Yanks. French
capitalism has to confront Yankee
imperial ism in world competition
and tries to win time, hence its
opposition to the initiatives which
develop situations of war against
the USSR. The attitude of the
French and Italian soldiers who
weal to Beirut is an expression of
this world situation, and hence thev
inade homage to the Palestinians
presenting arms in the case of the
French and saluting and wishing
good luck to the Palestinian people
in the case of the Italians.

THE XII CONGRESS OF THE CHINESE COMMUNIST
PARTY AND THE NEED FOR POLITICAL LIFE.
The 12th Congress of the
Chinese Communist Party registers
in various ways the failure of
Deng Xiao Ping and his camarilla
to determine the policies of the
Chinese Workers State.
Great
swings of the political pendulum
have been characteristic of the
CCP for most of its history, violent
lurches from Right to Left and
back again. These lurches have
been determined fundamentally by
an empiricist and pragmatic response to events and, as there is
little Party life or tract ition of Party
life in China, political positions
are taken in relation to the interests
of cliques or attempts to respond to
various internal or external pressures in an impressionist way.
More and more, however, this
domestic swinging is contained by
the ex is ting structure of the wor Id the confrontation between the
Workers States, on the one hand, and
imperialism, on the other. This
now conditions severely the activities of the Deng Xiao Ping
clique because. try as it might, the
bureaucratic layers, technocrat
functionaries ·etc. cannot escape
the essential statified structure of
the Workers State, and are obliged
to modify the links established
with Western imperialism.

These events in the Lebanon
have a very great historic significance. It is necessary to discuss
throughout the world Communist
and revolutionary movement. World
capitalism, led by imperialism is
preparing the war uainst 'the
Workers States, but in the middle of
a very great internal crisis. This
crisis exacerbates the assassin
nature of the capitalist system'
which more and more uses terrorism
as a means of action. It is necessary to discuss and develop a world
campaign against imperialism for
It is perfectly clear that aII the
the immediate withdrawal of Israel
efforts to reduce the various forces
from all the territories occupied in
of the Left have failed, the tria I of
Lebanon and throughout the region
the 'gang of four' was a fiasco
This is the stage of history, like Transjordania and the G olan and the resistances to the Deng
H·eights.
this is the relation which exists in
Xiao Ping clique are accumulating
the world which now develops the
The Communist world movemenl and accumulating and, to this
security in human conduct that the must discuss publicly this exper- extent, the Congress was sti II quite
struggle against imperialism and ience, showing how to measure the far both from the rea I ities and
against every form of oppression is regimes in history. Israel, suppora- necessities of the process in China.
a necessity. Imperialism and Israel ted and sustained by Yankee imper- The most decisive element however
have the arms, but in the mind of ialism, invaded the Lebanon to which shows the underlying pro_:
the masses there is now the reso- destroy and assassinate the popu- cess and how unfavourable it is to
lution that they are going to triumph. lation; in 14 icaragua Yankee the interests of the Chinese bureauHence there is no desperation nor imperialism suSta ins the counter- cracy, is that the Soviet Union was
sadness in Beirut. The Palestin- revolutionaries who wanted to no longer the centre of abuse:
ians ca111e out with the joy and the inv.ade the cotinfr.Y' to return capi-. rather, American imperialism was
serenity that in what' is happening talist power which impeded anv being rejected. This in itself is a
they are going to triumph. The progress in the country; in EI complete change from when the
desper;idoes are the imperialists Salvador the government assassi- Soviet Union was being attacked
and Israel, who feel the impotence nates and is. maintained exclusively for being the worst of the 'super
of arms in front of this world through the military support of powers', In no way, llf course,
Yankee imperialism; in South Africa was tn1s foreseen by the Chinese
re la tio n of forces.
the assas$in racist regime bases leadership. It has been imposed
We salute with all Communist its strength on the world relation by events, by the fact that China
sentiment the Palestinian masses of forces, and the military, political cannot stand apart from the conand the Lebanese mas§es, the PLO and social support of the world frontation between the Workers
and its leaders who with their con- capitalist system. Meanwhile the States and imperialism. Imperialism
duct have contributed to elevate Soviet Union intervened in Afghan- is an implacable enemy of the Worthe human security in their capac:.. istan and in Czechoslovakia, and kers States and its refusa I of imity to resolve all the problems of both have developed from every perialism to negotiate over Taiwan
which the most important is to point of view socially, politically, and continuing to send arms there
and
sulturally; is an irrefutable concrete evidence
terminate the capitalist system scientifically
which is preparing the atomic war Vietnam intervened in Cambodia, of this:
as the ultimate arm in order to and today the population of Cambodia has now the minimum necesSuch is the mixed character of
survive.
sary to organise and develop life this Congress that, on the one
This solution in the Lebanon is constructing a Workers State. Thus hand, they speak of purges aimed
transitory. Imperialism has no other humanity measures history through · clearly at the Left; but, on the other
solution than to prepare the war. the experience, and this e·xperience hand, there were re-assertions
the
It tries to intervene at aII costs, makes th.w..Arab ·masses :re'So.lute as - including by Hu Yaobang
part
of
the
world
struggje
against
maintenance
of
proletariar1
dictatorbut cannot impose any arrangement
stable and favourable to capitalism. the capitalis! system and through ship and the need to combat the
Hence they have maintained the the advance towards the Workers
constant farce. of the negotiations State of the countries of the·
of Habib, but the world relation Middle East.
The
Po$adist
25 t\ugust 1982.
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elements of corruption and ctiltura I
disorder which come from foreign
influ.ences. This shows that it has
been impossible for the Deng Xiao
Ping group to develop the massive
Sralinist-type purge· which they
wanted. Beginning with the criminal liquidation of Lin Piao, the
Rightist tendencies began to get
bolder, nurtured on the errors of
Mao, amongst others, who in not
being able to develop the Party
left the way open to all the careerists and privilege seekers of the
bureaucracy. But, i~ spite of all
this, the Congress shows as a
result fundamenta I ;y of events
outside China, such as the growing
veight of the Soviet Union, Poland,
the failure of the military dictatorships in Latin America, the revolutions in Nicaragua and El Salvador
etc., that the balance is more and

has been partly renewed the· leadership has been obliged to retain
older sectors linked to the ma·o ist
past
ancL
there is no certainty, furthermore
that the anti-Deng tendencies wi
not arise even from the 'younger'
ones. The most important aspect
in all this is the attitude of the
'army. Deng has been obliged to
~eeo. himse!f jn the position of
arJllY <:on~r ol i.precise] y because there
!s inevitably a growing pressure
rn the army against his policies.
A layer doubtless likes the idea of
a 'p~ofess iona !', 'modern' army free
of 'politica I interferenr.r.' but the
traditions and the position of the
Chinese . Red Army means that
fundamentally it is opposed oo the
criminal positions of Deng. The.
Chinese Red Army ls a Party/army
and the base of the Left 1-in Piao
m?re tipping ~gainst Deng. That sector,
will see the experience
clique has no points of internationa I of Poland.
support. The fact that Hua Kuo
Feng has been demoted from the
The Congress · reflects the
Politica I Bureau means little jockeying of various groups in the
because Hu Yao bang. has better apparatus, none of which represent
positions than Hua in relation to the immense force for progress of
the Soviet Union.
China. But the invisible forces
are going to lead to further crises
At the same time, most important which cannot be contained at the
of all, Hu Yaobang spoke of the Ieve I of this Congress. A!though
need for patience and discussion the apparatus announced that
?Yer diff~rences between parties 'politica I class struggle' is at an
in the
international Communist end, they cannot alte.r the fact that
moveme·nt and account taken of a form of class struggle continues
successes and failures. There is with the bureaucracy, and is bein t~ is a more conciliatory note coming increasingly pronounced
than in the past, and it is not dom i- particularly with the efforts t~
nated by great insults against the eliminate 'inefficient' factories
•
I
CPSU. Reality is imposing itself; encourage private
farming etc.,
nor was there any reference to all of which accelerates differentirevisionism or social imperialism. ation in town and coantry and augIf they continue to attack .the Soviet ments criticisms of the bureaucracy.
Union over Afghanistan or Cambodia .
The problems for the rectification
at the same time on the most
definitive events - .the attack of ·o.f al~ the world Communist parties
the Israelis against the Lebanon I1es in the construction of cadres
- the Chinese are with the Soviets based .on ~arxism, and this requires
on that issue. :Hu.Yau.ba11g~ also a dom1nat1on of Marxist theory and
referred to the former good ·reJations a better political life. The problem
caused l-Oy the absence of this can
between the Soviet Union ·!'I and
be seen in the continued crisis of
China. All· this corresponds to
growth in Poland. There the abrecent cultura I and sport exchanges.
sence of cadres or, in fact 1 the
. Also the alarm felt by imperia- profound mis-education of ca dres
lism over Hong Kong, the visit at ca~not be rectified overnight'.
rhatcher is a further exampl<:i of China has all .these problems· the fear of the process of 'Perma- elaborated on a great deal by Cde
nent Revolution' recurring in Gltina. Posadas - and it is this absence
Whatever is patched up, imper.iaiism that slows doen the resolution of
has no security over the future the crisis of leadership in China.
~tatus of this city, which is an At the same time, the intervention
1mportant link between the Rightis( ?f the Soviet Union is of the highest
sectors of the Chinese leadership importance and this, in itself,
depends on a pol itica I elevation of
and world imperialism.
the Soviet l!')adership, tactically
and theoretically. Ir is necessary
to expect uµheava Is and rad ica I
changes in China, particularly
linked to the approach of the final
.The result.s of the Congress, encounter.
have a II the marks of a series of
unstab.le relations. Much has be.en
made of the need for ;rejuvenlltion'
but, aIthough the .Centra I Committee
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Historical and Cultural Perception
rn

and a visit to Rome

1
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1 POSADAS

Cde Posadas wrote extensively on cultural matters and, as in the past,
we propose to publish examples of his application of Marxist method in
this sphere. His concern with revolutionary culture was to facilitate a
deeper comprehension of the course of human civilisation and its advance
towards Communism and, as a practical means, also to develop Marxist
cadres with the historic security both in the IV International and in the
world Communist movement.

The interest in seeing Rome arises from the fact that it marks two
aspects of human civilisation. Rome was the centre of the culture of the
world; but more than culture it was the centre of power. As there was a
grnat Greek influence, Rome demonstrates a level of development in the
understanding of relations with nature, with people and with the universe.
Part of what is referred to as the refinement of the governing Roman caste
was also affected by the influence of beauty and culture, although more by
beauty than culture.
The fountains that were made in Rome during the Renaissance form
part and are an extension of Greek culture of the early Roman epoch,
afterwards expressed in the Renaissance. Almost all come from the Renaissance or a little later and they are not simply fountains but artistic monuments.
The greatest sculptors made public works which in the beginning
were possibly made for the area of the ruling classes. They made the
fountains and dominated the population. But this showed an· artistic taste
which no other bourgeuisie possessed in Europe.
The T-revi fountain like that of the Tritons hai' been imitated
throughout Italy and if the copies are inferior, this nonet~eless .indicated .a
development of the influence of culture and art. That 1s an influence 1.n
which life is seen in a more harmonious form with nature and people. This
did not stop the rulers killing and assassinating, but indicated a superior
state of knowledge.
Thus it was in Italy that the Renaissance developed and not
elsewhere, because it is a continuation of Greece. Thus when one sees
this, one sees the difference compared with the culture of the courts. For
example Versailles is a stupid luxury completely stupid a~d agains~ beauty.
Its just rectangular which reflects the rectangular mentahty of Lours XIV m
complete opposition to the Campidoglio where Michaelagnelo create~ non
symmetrical figures on a central space of the square. No segment 1s the
same as the other and in looking at it the mind finds unity. The units gives
rise to the harmony which exists in this work. This was the social thought
of Michaelangelo, not simply architectonic ability or just a quality of draughtmanship or mosaic.
Thus in seeing Rome and its works of art, it is nece:::sar; to think
how culture, knowledge and art developed and how always science, culture
and art expresses the development of humanity. In this stage art and
culture have expressions that are much more profound, advanced and
elevated than before. Science, culture and art have to be united directly to
the development of humanity and of the masses, otherwise science, art and ..
culture diminish their level and influence, and are not a means of
communication for the development of the knowledge and structure of
human sentiment
Science, culture and art must serve the structure of human semi- ·
ment which means to see objectively the human being as .a necessity of
life, not as an object but a subject which makes an object and in turn the
object makes the subject. These works of art in Rome form part of a
stage of humanity which developed in the Renaissance and afterwards
retreated. In French culture progress was expressed but through class
struggle, although then the proletariat hardly existed. In French culture
the proletariat was expressed through the French revolution • But in Rome
there was no proletariat and culture was the direct influence of art.
Every art to be important .has scientific bases otherwise it is not art
but a reproduction of something, and art has scientific bases because it
expresses knowledge of human life, of the concerns expressed in the work
of art. Every important scientific work has artistic depth because it is
created with the desire to embellish life. This is the power of art. Those
who write on these subjects do not say this, because they still do not have
the concern to see the objectivity of the process of human civilisation. The
base of objectivity is the development essentially of knowledge and of
human sentiment. Hence communist sentiments arise in capitalist layers
through knowledge which is intelligence; as with Marx and before Marx
ther were others.
It is not desperation which leads to communism, but consciousness
and intelligence. Marx was not desperate. At twenty-three he became a
doctor on the ba1sis of a thesis on Democritus. It was not necessity which
led him to be a communist, but an analysis of life and in intelligence8 lies
the analysis of life. In the thesis on Democritus and Epicurus, Marx wrote
very well on Prometheus.
He satirised very effectively the church in which he defended
Prometheus. He criticised the catholic religion and Marx said that he chose
the path ot Prometheus who had replied to the Gods when they had said if
he served them they would set him free "you can be sure I would never
change my miserable fate to serve you since I prefer to be chained to this
rock than be a mediocre servant of Zeus" So Marx united Greece to
communi~m.

...
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The 'register', and the crisis of the

labour apparatus:
for the unity of the left against the register!
The very large gathering in
Wembley
of
Labour
delegates
against the proposed •register' in
the Labour Party once again expresses the balance of forces
favourable to a national and principled tendency of the Left as part
of the world balance of forces
favourable to Socialism.
The
delegates present and the speeches
tended to go beyond a narrow group
interest and expressed an understanding that the •register' has no
force. that the apparatus has no
perspective. and that capitalism
on which it supports itself is in
crisis. The fact that such a meeting could be held - where books of
Lenin. Marx and Trotsky were
massively sold re.presents· in
itself a defeat for the Right wing
and for capitalism. and a boomerang
in as much as the forces of the Left
nationally have begun a process of
discussion and interchange. starting
from what policy to adopt in front
of a specific attack.
One must
deepen the discussion to realise
clearly the total nature of the crisis
of capitalism. the advance of revolution in the world. thanks to the
existence and advance of the USSR
and the Workers states, and the
inevitable triumph of Socialism out
of the war capitalism is preparing.
The Left must discuss these problems to measure the strength it has
and the scope for transformations
in this country.

in their role of protecting capitalism
in the Party. The conditions for
the advance of the Left. regardless
of whether the •re·gister' is voted
or not at Conference are immense.
The very fact that this large meeting took place and had confidence
an.d
optimism stems from
the
balance of forces created by the
world in this country.
In turn it
resu Its from the fact that people
are not intimidated nor made to
believe they are weakening the
Party and lessening its
· ;toral
prospects. The confidence of the
Left ls based on the understanding
that changes are needed. Labour
must lead social transformations.
and that it is the Right wing which
does not want Labour to win; in the
same way that Callaghan and Wilson
never really made campaigns for
Labour to win.
This confidence
impels the workers vanguard in
Britain and the whole of Eurooe.
and contributes a lot to the revolutionary process on a world scale.

diated the policies of the Labour
leaderships that managed the capi~
talist
system and
its
crisis.
A NATIONAL AND
LEFT.

Capitalism has no more social.
political or economic capacity. let
alone its cultural one.
Its total
and mortal agony leads it ev_ery day
closer to war inexorably. In attacking the Left continuously, it only
provokE)S it iQto better organisation.
There is no prospect
or cond it ions for a policy of accommodation
with the dying apparatus .of Labour
and the Trade Unions based on
support in the capitalist system,
because capitalism is exhausted.
All' those who will seek an agreement with it at the expense of the
developing Left will be cast aside
and by-passed by th is dynamic
development. The proletariat, like
the miners, have struck another
blow in the apparatus when they
decided that their leadership should
not use its power for self~advance~
ment. This is part of a more im~
portant process in which all forms
of power for self-seeking aims are
repudiated. As part of this· also,
the Left can no longer be contained
by the concept of total respect and
submission to •parliamentary democracy• which meant submission to
the monarchy, imperialism, and their
forms of organi.sation in the Labour
m'vement.
Today the Left feels
that there are other forms of democracy beyond the bound of capitalist
democracy,
infinitely
superior
socially and culturally to capitalism.

THE BOURGEOIS CLASS IS
ANTAGONISTIC TO PROGRESS.

In front of the advance of the
world. revolution. imperialism organises mass slaughters but loses
the
remnants or its authority.
People realise the nature of the
capitalist system - over events
such as Lebanon - and the formation of the Left takes place
with in a process that demands from
it that it not only advocate reforms
THE
THE
RETREAT
OF
but
social transformat Ions, and
IMMEDIATE,
APPARATUS
WAS
looks in the proletarian and Trade
The fact that the Labour NEC Union base for the necessary supimmed lately declared that there port. The so-called •register' is a
would be no mass expulsions a few weak attempt on the part of a dehours <:ftor this meeting,comes from clining apparatus in the Unions and
the realisation that the removal of the Labour Party against the adsomething like 10% of the Labour vance of Social ism, such as the
membership in this stage is im- election of the French, Swedish
possible. The world advance of the. and Greek Socialist parties in
revolution, the desperation of im- government, and soon in Spain.
perialism in Lebanon, its defeat_ in The capitalist system uses every
Poland or Afghanistan, are educa;- means at hand to blackmail the
Capitalism
ting the vanguard. creating 6ond i- Labour leadership.
t ions whereby the Left has to res- wants to pressurise Foot and the
pond to problems of principle to team around him to make him move
which only Marxism gives the key. to the Right! However. he chose
At the same time the Workers that very moment of the proposed
aristooracy and its apparatus has •register' to say that there would
been weakened in the Labour Party be no mass expulsions and that he
•
·
supports the ~day of action' called
and. Trade Unions.
Se"ctors like by the TUC. This is also a failure
Hattersley..;callaghan have come to for capitalism and the Right wing
realise that the world monetary in Labour and the Unions. There
system of capitalism is bankrupt is no prospect for capitalism to win
and that the workers are entitled to any major battle because it' is exbreak the law'. since the law is hausted. The masses who. in the
unacceptable. ·
These
sectors past. have abstained from voting
themselves are rendered ineffectual Labour did so because they reoo-

CONSISTENT

However, a better link with the
Trade Union and proletarian base
'is• obviously needed in order to
defeat the Right wing in the Labour
Party and capitalism. This better
link. moreover, will increase the
proletarian weight in the Labour
Party and will allow the formation
or organisms that will enable the
Left to play a role of political and_
programmatic
leadership. basing
Ltself on the force of the Workers
States and of the workers' movement. All this is the more crucial
today at a time when what is left
of the moribund capitalist regime
is going to be ended in c.:rnditions

out of
There are also fountains in Spain and one is in the Siberia Square
and its horrible. Its ostentatious luxury and the water game is simply to
entertain. It is not a scientific harmonious utilisation which possess artistic
quality like the Roman fountain. Fountains like those in the Siberia Square
are horrible, a mass of water with a play of lights to distract the vision and
prevent thought.
The Facades of Versailles do not communicate culture or history, whereas seeing anything of Ancient Rome is a communication with history.
Hence the tourists and young people go to the Trevi fountain and it also
attracts the Italian proletariat.
In Spain in Segovia there are very beautiful and harmonious palaces.
Almost all this zone contains outstanding Arab achievements and the
Spaniards adopted them. Thev did not reject them, because of economic
interest, but they were won by the Arabs. Spanish culture developed
greatly under Arab influence and in some areas like Granada the whole area
shows Arabic influence.
19 1 80 J. Posadas.

where the Left will have to intervene in a very sweeping and profound process of social transformations very soon.
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Viva the triumph
of the PRI
in Mexico!
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Poland

from pege 1

kers State and the Communist Party;
the difficulties created by the submission which Stalin imposed on
Poland - as over the whole of the
world Communist movement. Now
Poland is coming out of this stage,
but cannot do it in an immediate or
homogeneous way, and there is still
a very great resistance of the
bureaucratic apparatus •••••

Polish government were a bureaucratic dictatorship it would not
pass this law. The method with
wlilch it has done it is the product
of its insecurity, of its difficulties
and of the internal fight which
exists, and even with this fight the
intention is evident not to retreat
on the agreement of Dantzig, even
if with fear and vacci la ti on ••••••
The Italian Communists see
nothing, do not refer to this campaign of imperialism, like that of
the Church via the Pope against the
Polish Workers State; but the reiterated criticisms of the 'thurch above all on the part of the USSR,
but also of a part of the sector of
the Polish Communist Party indicate that soon the problem of
the structure of private property in
Poland is going to be placed in the
forefront of discussion and decision.
Private property in Poland is not
only a support of the reactionary
Catholic sectors but is also an obstacle to the planned development
of the Polish economy. The absence still of concre'te measures
and steps against private property
in agriculture shows that the struggle within the apparatus of the
Party, these recent critical demonstrations of the workers' movement
are going to become more acute.
This law is a weak attempt of a
sector of the Communist Party and
the army to seek supporr in the
workers' movement to confront the
bureaucratic sector linked to private
property and to the reactionary
sectors which still function with
impunity in Poland •••••

The bourgeois press, and even
that of the big Communist parties
like the Italian Communist Party,
has ignored the levels and the content of the trade union law as they
have also minimised the campaign
of imperialism against Poland. The
law contains the principles which
were agreed in the discussions
which the Polish government and
the previous trade union leadership
(Walesa) had discussed for six
months: those of autonomy and the
independence of· the trade union
movement from ltle state and economic apparatus. It means a trade
union movement integrated with
wage earners and not integrating all
the agrarian proprietors as they were
before, with the aim of containing
every attempt at questioning the
remaining private property that
still exists today in Poland. The
law also admits, even with certain
limitations, the right to strike.
With all the criticisms wllich the
leadership of the Italian Communist
Party is making in Poland, they
have oot been able to stop recovnising in their press that this law
is one of the most advanced within
In Poland it is necessary. to
the Socialist countries.
expect a deepening of th.e struggles
and 6f the leadership in the Party
The stages and the implementa- as .also it is necessary to await
tion of the law, like the form in initiatives of the movement to interwhich it was passed, are bureau- vene and correct aspects of the law
cratic but it is necessary to in it$ application. These initi.atives
evaluate the principles which have have nothing to do with the attacks
been expounded in it, as a very and pr~vocations t~at have occurred
profound effort of a sector of the ~or. w1~h ,the strikes plan~ed by
leadership to seek links with the Solidarity· The p~otest which ha~,
workers' movement, to gain authority taken place and which the workerso
for the Party in the workers' move- movement is certainly going to see
ment a-nd the masses. If the present reach the Communist Party are
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The process in Britain is totally determined by this role of the Soviet
I.Inion and the advance of the world process. British imperialism tries to
conduct a campaign to shut everyone within the walls of 'Britain', as
though all is decided by the state of bank rate or the latest dispute in the
0 t
• not det ermine
· d bY th ese
Conserva t .1ve or Labour Party. au
rea l'ty
1 1s
issues, but by the determination of the masses of the whole world to
destroy capitalism. What is most characteristic of this Thatcher mis· •
h
I •
government is its total incapacity to intimidate t e popu at1on. It has
imposed a draconian regime, a brutal imposition of unemployment, reduction
of living standards, that in a previous epoch - the epoch of Hitler and
Stalin - provoked demoralisation and defeatism. But none of this has
has occurred. Capitalism has been unable to utilise the incapacity of the
workers' leaderships to provoke disorder and despair in the mass of the
Population. Thus the trade union leadership completely failed to use the
opportunities opened by the very joyous 'day of action', and broke the
centralisation of the masses by instituting 'local actions', and then, in
face of the workers' rejection of these policies said: 'Ah, the workers are
disappointed at the response of the government'
But the government, despite the bad trade union leadership, has not ;
been able to settle the nurses' dispute with the alacrity that they wish and
in practive what is happening is not a phase of social disappointment on
the part of the population, but a phase of critical appraisal of the existing
leaderships and a seeking for better tactics and better leaders. The
liquidation of Weighell is significant of this. Similarly the decision of
.
.
.
• '
.
the Miners not to support an action of the Miners Union at this stage by
itself against the government is not a defeat of the Left but shows the
workers are seeking better tactics, better ~o-ordi~afion, a. leadership more
prepared to face the problems of transforming society. It 1s not a process
exactly like that in Poland because there it is a question of a new leadership is a Workers State, but it is not so far away in the sense that the
process is one where the masses are seeking a leadership more responsive
to the stage in which they are actually living, the need to terminate capitalism and construct a society based on the self-emancipation of the
working class. All this is a very healthy process in which the Left forces
in the Labour Party and the trade unions can intervene much more, but
only on the basis of greater preoccupation with ideas and with the world
situation. Clearly the structure of the Labour Party and the trade unions
Tum to page 4

expressed already in the fact that
the official press has had to recognise the action of resistance and
criticisms of the passing of the new
law which have occurred in the
factories. These sectors of the
Party and the army want to impel
changes and are going to be animated more in the relation with the
workers' movemeht; this relation,
which still has to be established, is
going to pose immediately measures
of deepening in the structure of the
Workers State; it is going to purge
the apparatus of the state much
more and the Party, and advance in
a gradual process of agrarian cooperativtsation and collectivisation.
The workers' movement can and
must be called to intervene much
more actively in the political and
productive life. This leadership
which is learning must support
itself much more on the maturity of
the Polish working class. One
measure is the attitude of the
young person who died in Cracow
and who is a trade union miUtanl.Qf
the Party, who declared •we will
make a simple funeral, we do not
want demonstrations; it is necessary
to be abnormal to want to change the
political system of Poland •••• it is
necessary to expect superior stages
in the life of the Polish Workers
State and the world Communist
movement must contribute to this
process, to discuss fully the Polish
experience and how to help with
initiatives and ideas, developing
the anti-imperialist and anticapitalist fight in the world, and in
the USSR to elevate the Soviet
democratic me to help th.e learning
process which the working class is
making in the other Workers States
and throughout the world. All the
factories of the Soviet Union mutt
discuss the Polish trade union law·
and send declarations as they have
done over the counter...;revolutionary
deviations of the leadership of
'Solidarity' in its Congress, and
in this way to communicate confi...
dence and recognise with respect
the just protest of the Polish working class in relation to the methods
of its leadership.

·

THE LABOUR LEFT NEEDS TO GIVE A
LEADERSHIP TO THE
WORKING CLASS STRUGGLES
The postponement by the Labour
Party NEC of its decision to expel
the Editorial Board of 'Militant' is a
retreat. The 'legal reasons' given
for this move are only face-savers.
It is a further proof that the balance
of forces lies with the Labour Left.
The same is true of this year's
Annual Conference of the Labour
Party in which the Right-wing made
certain gains within the Labour
apparatus but the policies adopted
were of the Left. In particular, the
Conference voted overwhelmingly
for Unilateral Nuclear Disarmament,
which is profoundly anti-capitalist
in this stage of history when all the
capitalist system has left is arms
and war preparations to sustain it.
The Labour Right may well have
been able
use the trade union
bureaucracy and the apparatus of the
Party to gain positions on the NEC,
but, in historic terms, this means
nothing compared to a programme for
virtually disarming British imperialism. The Labour Party continues
to move to the Left in political and
programmatic terms, and this is a
process determined by a favourable
world balance of forces.

to

being made in the Socialist movement itself. There. are Socialist/
Communist governments in France
and Greece, a Socialist government
in Spain and one in Sweden. A sector of the Labour Left is taking
account of this process in the socialist movement, even if it is still
only in the context of the discussion
on Labour's policy towards the
EEC.
If the Labour Right has had any
success at all, it is in confining the
stn11gle inside the Labour apparatus
and on the level of fighting for one
post or another. This tends to give
the ~ight an impression of strength
which it does not have. In fact
the Right cannot even maintai~
itself on the level of manoeuvres
inside the apparatus. After all
Weighell (ex General Secretary of
the NUR) was thrown out because he
acted in the way the trade union
bureaucracy has always acted in the
past; he voted for what he wanted
and against the decisions of the
Union. This was in the Labour
Party Conference! It is all a bit
distant from the actual class struggle, but the pressure of the working
class in the Unions, combined with
the advance of the Left in the Labour Party, removed this king-pin
of the Labour apparatus.

The intention of the Labour
Right and apparatus was to attack
the Left generally rather than
'Militant' in particular, but even
lhey would see that it is impossible
to throw the Labour Left out of the
Of course, the Labour Left has
Party or even expel Socialists in to fight the attacks being made on
the numbers that were previously it, and it is correct to turn towards
expelled. What they hoped was to the Trade Unions for support.
disrupt the advance of the Left. The However, it has to be recognised
same is true of the latest proposals, that the 'witch-hunt' is only part
by the NEC, against the Left, which of the class struggle expressed in
Foot opposed. They show how the labour Party. Then it is not
much Labour's Right wing would simply a question of gaining
rather Labour loses the next elec- Trade Union votes at Labour Partion ~han have a majority Labour ty
Conferences,
but
a
, gove. rnm. ent prepared to take anti- question of a struggle at ·a pol"it'ical
t I
capi a ist measures.
and programmatic level.
If the'
The balance of forces inside the working clas~ is to support the
Labour Party obliges the Right to Labour Left, ~t has to see the Left
Poland has just announced that retreat, but this is only a pale re- as a lead.ership to t.he Health wor...
it has resolved the principle prob- flection of the world. On the crucial kers, for insta.n~e, 1f it had made a
lems of the economy, has re-taken issue of Disarmament_ in reality the call for a un1f1e~ struggle against
the ascendent curve of the principal disarming of British imperialism _ the government, 1t would have had
sections of
production, above the Labour Left is strengthened by more effect than appeals to support
all in industry and minerals. This the exis.tence of the Soviet Union the Left against a 'witch-hunt'.
is due toand
the dependency
break imposed
the and the statements of the Sov·1et
The work1'ng class 1·s 11"'emonrelation
on onworld
capitalism, but the increase in the leadership - Brezhnev, before his strably prepared to struggle, and is
economic integration of COME CON death, and Andopov immediately aware that this means confronting
the government. The trade union
and, fundamentally, through the after - s1Jying clearly that war is bureaucracy, the TUC, have fragunconditional support which the 1·nh eren t m
• th e cap itallst
· system. mented all the recent struggles working class has made to the pro- The general Labour Left does not like that of the Civil Servants and
gress of Poland. Difficulties per- take its leadership from the Soviet the Health Workers, because it fears
sist in the food supply which, Union directly, but the Soviet Union a centralised working class which
without being important, are the ·and its p;esent policies determine would quickly by-pass it. certain
product of the resistance in the ·the wor Id balance of forces and sect ors of the Labour Party, insectors of rural proprietors and of this affects the Labour Left. Indeed eluding the leadership, have exprivate commercialisation. These Foot has said, in so many words, pressed solidarity with the workers'
are the mo~t well off sec:ors of the that the Soviet Union represents actions - and this is true of the
rural proprietors who dominate also peace and imperialism means war. ASLEF strike - but rarely criticise
the area of commercialisation in He has also fought to maintain a the limitations of the trade union
the market of the bureaucracy, relationship with the Soviet Union leaderships or voice any opinion
of those who oppose the Worke~s and the Socialist countries. At the on the actions. The Labour Left
Sta.te and the pr?gress to centra~i- same time, there is the advance has to rectify this by raising, in
s~~ion and planning and th? possithe first place, the level of dis~illty that. the .masses weigh more
cuss ion in the work-places and the
in the social life of the country.
It is a small group sustained by
It is necessary workers' areas, and by turning itself
world capitalism which wants to to see in these events in Poland outwards towards the actual class
contair. Poland. The thought of the the elements of learning that the struggle. To this end, Committees
Polish masses is quite other and masses of the world, the trade of Labour/trade union United Front
Glemp expresses it in his ~cent unions, the Communist parties, should be organised in every area.
homily 'the Polish masses do not the Socialist parties, the revolu- At the same time, the Labour Left
want in any way to return to capi- t1"onary movements are ma k'mg •m has to free itself from the 1·1m"1tat"1on
talism', only they want 'more the construction of Socialism. imposed by file Labour apparatus, by
-emocracy'. He has to reflect the
October
organising itself as a consistent,
18
th h
national tendency based not on a
1982
oug t of the Polish masses and
struggle inside the Labour apparatus
that of a good part of the Church THE POSADIST IV
but on the working class, a Socialist
who ar~ Catholics, but Catholic INTERNATIO\"IAL
programme and the favourable
Communists.....
world balance of forces.
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